Black, Hispanic and younger voters
Weaknesses have emerged among Biden seeks to mend a fraying coalition

President Joe Biden heads into the election year showing alarming weakness among stalwarts of the Democratic base, with Donald Trump leading among Hispanic voters and young people. One in five Black voters now say they’ll support a third-party candidate in November.

In a new USA TODAY/Suffolk University Poll, Biden’s failure to consolidate support in key parts of the coalition that elected him in 2020 has left him narrowly trailing Trump, the likely Republican nominee, 39%-37%; 17% support an unnamed third-party candidate. When seven candidates are specified by name, the former president’s lead stirs up players’ trash talk

‘The Floor’ host Rob Lowe stirs up players’ trash talk
He talks about other roles, making peace with losing ‘Footloose’ and ‘Grey’s Anatomy.’

People are getting sick from a stew of viruses
You can take your pick of what’s going around this winter.

Building a ‘global immune system’
Four years into COVID, scientists hard at work

On Jan. 1, 2020, public health officials in the United States woke up to the news of a strange new virus in China. They didn’t know what to make of it, but at Columbia University in Manhattan, Dr. Ian Lipkin was already nervous. Lipkin, a virologist, had spent his career studying pathogens and hoping to prevent the arrival of new ones.

He had long pushed for closing the kind of live animal market that might have been the source of what became known as SARS-CoV-2. He would later argue that a low-security lab in Wuhan had no business studying dangerous pathogens — “end of story” — even if it was not the cause of the pandemic.

Now, on the fourth anniversary of that fateful time, Lipkin and his team at the Mailman School of Public Health have developed a system for quickly analyzing viruses, bacteria and other pathogens in the environment.

See PANDEMIC, Page 3A
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#### Foreign missionaries mark a significant shift in Catholic Church

"Because of the shortage of vocations in the priesthood as well as in religious life, religious institutes and dioceses here in the U.S. go outside of the U.S. to recruit new members."

### African priests filling voids in US parishes

**Chicagoland** — On a sunny morning at St. Benedict the African Catholic Church on Chicago’s South Side, the Rev. Kiiguta Kisampa stepped into the center of the sanctuary to preach.

"My brothers and sisters, yes, we do have this mission of saving souls by bringing them to Christ and it’s called the assembly, looking around at the 50-odd people gathered in the Black Catholic parish, many of whom nodded as he spoke.

Kiiguta moved to the U.S. from his home in Tanzania for exactly that reason. After meeting an American priest who had traveled to East Africa to recruit seminarians, Kiiguta joined the ranks of about 15 African priests in Chicago. He sees his work in the Englewood neighborhood — where many families struggle to make ends meet, but Catholics pour their hearts into their parish — as God’s will.

This missionary’s story reflects a fundamental shift in the American Catholic Church. After decades of U.S. missionaries traveling to Africa
A century-old religious order here in the U.S. go outside of the U.S. to center’s last study in 2019. missionary action.” She said the number of priests younger than 50 were born outside the U.S. to convert and preach, the trend is reversed.
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A century-old religious order, at the center’s last study in 2019.

Sister Thu Do, a research associate at Georgetown University’s Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate (CARA), described the trend as “reverse missionary action.” She said the number of priests younger than 50 were born outside the U.S. to convert and preach, the trend is reversed.
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